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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
This manual provides an overview of the Pacific Crest Labs (PCL) TV Test Kit contents, guidance on setup,
and operational instructions targeted at two emerging policy initiatives (ENERGY STAR® v9 and a
potential U.S. Voluntary Agreement). The manual is intended for use in first-time setup and operation
and as a reference for continued use. The Appendices provide useful checklists for use in everyday
testing.
The manual also provides a link to the companion video listed below. Some readers may find it helpful
to watch the tutorial before reading the manual.
Table 1: Video Resources

Video Tutorials
12/11/2020 Demo

Length
01:33:14

Definitions, symbols, and abbreviations for terms and acronyms used in this document can be found
Definitions, Symbols and Abbreviations.

1.2 PCL TV Test System Software Overview
The PCL TV Test System Software is designed to simplify the testing process for the tester. When paired
with the PCL Test Kit, it connects to the Basler camera photometer and Wattman power meter to log
1-second power and luminance data. If using the Automated Modes, the PCL TV Test System Software
will provide prompts to guide the tester at each stage of the test, compile all 1-second data, and
generate full reports with graphical displays of the data collected. The PCL TV Test System Software is
currently equipped to run tests according to current drafts of both the ENERGY STAR and preliminary
Voluntary Agreement (VA) test methods.

1.3 Camera Technical Information
The technical details of the camera photometer testing method utilized by the PCL TV Test Kit are
thoroughly documented in the NEEA Method for Measuring Screen-Average Dynamic Luminance with a
Camera Photometer. This document explains the hardware’s technical capabilities, the image processing
techniques employed, and the calibration procedures used.

2 Definitions, Symbols and Abbreviations
2.1 Definitions
Automatic brightness control – Feature that senses ambient light conditions and changes display
brightness accordingly, possibly reducing power consumption.
Brightest selectable preset picture setting – This is the user-selectable, preset picture setting that
produces the highest luminance picture in Home configuration.
Forced menu – Configuration selections required of the user when a television set is turned on for the
first time that forces the user to make several setup configuration decisions when prompted.
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Home configuration – Forced menu selection most likely to be chosen for home use. This configuration
selection is sometimes named “Home.”
Illuminance – Photometric measure of the total luminous flux incident on a surface, per unit area,
expressed in lux.
Luminance – Photometric measure of the luminous intensity per unit area of light traveling in a given
direction, expressed in units of candelas per square meter (cd/m2).
Neutral density filter (ND filter) – Optical device that reduces the light intensity in the visible
wavelength region.
Partial On mode – A collection of power sub-modes, including Standby-passive, Standby-active—low,
and Standby-active—high.
Quick start – Function that reduces the television’s resume time, which is the length of time required for
the television to display content when switching from Partial On mode to On mode after pressing the
“Power” button on the remote control.
Retail configuration – Forced menu selection most likely to be chosen for use in a retail environment.
This configuration selection is generally recommended by the manufacturer for presentation in a public
space when the television set is offered for sale and might be named “Retail,” “Store,” “Shop,” or
equivalent.
Remote start – The ability to wake a TV using any network-connected device not physically connected to
the TV.
Preset picture setting – TV picture setting that is selectable by a user from a set of manufacturerdefined picture settings.
Wake-on-cast – The ability to wake a TV by choosing to cast streaming audio or video from a mobile
device.
Wake-by-voice – The ability to wake a TV by voice command to a smart speaker.
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2.2 Symbols and Abbreviations
ABC
BRP
cd/m2
cm
CTA
CLASP
FOV
HDMI® 1
HDR
HEVC
Hz
IEC
IP
LAN
LED
LCD
lx
ND
PPS
QS
SDR
TV
US
USB
UUT
V
W
WAN

Automatic brightness control
Blu-ray player
Candela per square meter
Centimeters
Consumer Technology Association
Collaborative Labeling & Appliance Standards Program
Field of view
High Definition Multimedia Interface
High dynamic range
High efficiency video coding
Hertz
International Electrotechnical Commission
Internet Protocol
Local area network
Light-emitting diode
Liquid crystal display
Symbol for lux, the SI derived unit of illuminance
Neutral density
Preset picture setting
Quick Start
Standard dynamic range
Television set
United States
Universal Serial Bus
Unit under test
Volts
Watts
Wide Area Network

1

HDMI® is a registered trademark of HDMI Licensing, LLC. This information is given for the convenience
of users of this document and does not constitute an endorsement by CTA of the product named.
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3 PCL TV Test Kit Equipment
3.1 Contents of PCL TV Test Kit
The following is the list of hardware included in the PCL TV Test Kit.
Table 2: PCL TV Test Kit Contents

Equipment

Basler Camera Photometer

Features
• Includes ND and photopic filters
• Includes lens cap
• Requires PoE injector (included; below)
• Requires laptop (included; below)
• Locked aperture (clear nail polish seal)
• Requires annual calibration
• Meets CTA-2037-C Draft v4 section 7.1.5

Wattman Power Meter

•
•
•
•

Power over Ethernet (PoE)
Injector

• Includes 2 ethernet cables
• Includes external power adapter

Laptop

•
•
•
•

Photos

Includes data cable
Includes USB extension cable
Includes calibration certificate
Meets CTA-2037-C Draft v4 section 7.1.2

Includes PCL TV Test System Software
Includes camera calibration files
Includes external power supply
Sized to support camera performance
requirements (minimum of i5 or equivalent, 8G
memory, 256GB storage)
• Password set to: pacificcrestlabs

USB Drive with Test Clips

• Includes video clips specified in section 3.1.1.
• Meets CTA-2037-C Draft v4 section 7.1.6

Plug Strip

• Used to split power from power source to
camera, TV, and automatic brightness control
(ABC) lamp.

Reflective Card

• Pantone Black 2C Super Swatch
• Sheet metal mounting plate
• White border needs to be trimmed off prior to
mounting
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3.1.1

Video Clip List

The following is a list of clips used in test setup and execution that are included on the USB drive in the
PCL TV Test Kit.
Table 3: Video Clip List

Name and Description

Thumbnail

Dots_xx.mp4
Countdown, then 90 sec of SDR dot pattern used to identify TV screen area
and perform camera photometer geometry correction

Focus_xx.mp4
3 min of SDR focus pattern used to align and focus camera photometer

Circle_xx.mp4
90 seconds of SDR circle pattern used to take screen-center spot
photometer readings followed by 5 min of 50% grey monochrome pattern

CCF_xx.mp4
Countdown, then nine, 35-second, SDR, greyscale patterns used to
measure the color correction factor (CCF) per TV
Lum_xx.mp4
Countdown, then 90 sec of SDR 100% white pattern used for measuring
each TV’s luminance profile followed by 5 min of 50% grey monochrome
pattern
IEC_Broadcast_xx_5994p_SDR_HEVC_AAC.mp4
[Use RR_Broadcast_SDR.mp4 for round robin tests]
3 sec IEC banner, 10 sec countdown timer, 5 min test video, and 5 min 50%
greyscale pattern used for measuring SDR power and luminance
IEC_Broadcast_xx_5994p_HDR10_HEVC_AAC.mp4
[Use RR_Broadcast_HDR10.mp4 for round robin tests]
3 sec IEC banner, 10 sec countdown timer, 5 min test video, and 5 min 50%
greyscale pattern used for measuring HDR10 power and luminance

IEC_ThreeBar_xx_5994p_SDR_HEVC_AC-3.mp4
[Use RR_Threebar-HD.mp4 for round robin tests]
10 sec of black followed by 3 min of 3-bar pattern used only to identify the
brightest preset picture setting

Test clips are organized into four folders depending on the use:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Special clips for round robin testing (UHD TVs only)
Clips for general testing (SD TVs)
Clips for general testing (HD TVs)
Clips for general testing (UHD & 8K TVs)

The following four tables describe the clips in each folder:
Table 4: Test Clips in Round Robin Testing Folder

Clips for round robin testing with UHD TVs
Dots_HD.mp4
Focus_HD.mp4
Circle_HD.mp4
CCF_HD.mp4
Lum_HD.mp4
RR_ThreeBar_HD.MP4
RR_Broadcast_SDR_HD.MP4
RR_Broadcast_HDR10_UHD.mp4
Table 5: Test Clips in SD TV Folder

Clips for general testing with SD TVs
Dots_SD.mp4
Focus_SD.mp4
Circle_SD.mp4
CCF_SD.mp4
Lum_SD.mp4
IEC_ThreeBar_SD_5994p_SDR_HEVC_AAC.mp4
IEC_Broadcast_SD-5994p_SDR_HEVC_AAC.MP4
* We assume that SD TVs do not support HDR. No HDR SD test clip exists.
Table 6: Test Clips in HD TV Folder

Clips for general testing with HD TVs
Dots_HD.mp4
Focus_HD.mp4
Circle_HD.mp4
CCF_HD.mp4
Lum_HD.mp4
IEC_ThreeBar_HD_5994p_SDR_HEVC_AAC.MP4
IEC_Broadcast_HD-5994p_SDR_HEVC_AAC.MP4
IEC_Broadcast_HD_5994_HDR10_HEVC_AAC.MP4
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Table 7: Test Clips in UHD & 8K TV Folder

Clips for general testing with HD TVs
Dots_HD.mp4
Focus_HD.mp4
Circle_HD.mp4
CCF_HD.mp4
Lum_HD.mp4
IEC_ThreeBar_HD_5994p_SDR_HEVC_AAC.MP4
IEC_Broadcast_HD_5994p_SDR_HEVC_AAC.MP4
IEC_Broadcast_UHD_5994_HDR10_HEVC_AAC.MP4

3.2 Other Required Equipment
The following table lists the other equipment, not included in the test kit, that a lab must procure
separately to conduct testing per CTA-2037-C. This table also lists the specific requirements for this
equipment. While the CTA-2037-C requirements are based on IEC 62087:2015, some of the
requirements in the following table exceed those listed in IEC 62087:2015.
Table 8: Additional Equipment

Equipment

Spec Requirements

AC Power Source

CTA-2037-C Draft V10 7.1.1

Power Meter

CTA-2037-C Draft V10 7.1.2

Spot Photometer

CTA-2037-C Draft V10 7.1.3

Illuminance Photometer

CTA-2037-C Draft V10 7.1.4

ABC Light Source and Dimmer Switch (see Table 9)

CTA-2037-C Draft V10 7.1.9

Reflective Card

CTA-2037-C Draft V10 7.1.10

Black Cloth Table Covering
Camera Stands/Tripods used for Camera Photometer,
Spot Photometer and ABC Lamp
Lamp Mounting Hardware

CTA-2037-C Draft V10 7.1.10

NA

String and Tape for positioning illuminance photometer

For the ABC Light Source and Dimmer Switch, PCL provides the following recommendations.
Table 9: Light Source Recommendations
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4 PCL TV Test Kit Setup
The following section addresses the physical setup of lab equipment and device configuration within the
PCL TV Test System Software. This will be split into two parts, starting with ABC setup since it is a
superset of non-ABC setup.

4.1 ABC Testing
For ABC testing, configure the lamp, camera photometer, table and TV as indicated in Figure 1 below. 2

Figure 1: ABC Testing Diagram

4.1.1

Camera Photometer Connection

Mount the Basler camera photometer on a tripod/camera stand and connect it, and the laptop, to the
PoE injector. Do so by connecting the camera to the PoE port labeled Power+Data Out and connecting
the laptop to the port labeled LAN In (Figure 2). Allow the camera to warm up for at least 1 hour prior to
testing. By doing this as the first part of the test prep the camera will usually be warmed up for testing
by the end of setup. For greater efficiency when completing many tests over multiple days, it is best to
leave the camera mounted and powered on to reduce setup and avoid the warmup period.

2

See section 4.1.6 for additional details on Reflective Card placement.
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Figure 2: Power+Data Out (Left) LAN IN (Right)

4.1.2

Room Conditions

1. Ensure that the test room temperature is maintained at 23°C ± 5°C according to IEC 620871:2015 section 5.1.2.
2. Maintain the ambient relative humidity between 10 and 80 percent per the U.S. Federal Test
Method (10 CFR 430, Subpart B, Appendix H) Section 4.2.
3. Mitigate ambient light by covering windows, closing doors, dimming computer screens and
covering any other additional sources of light. According to CTA-2037-C DRAFT v7 section 7.4
when determining On mode power and Dynamic Luminance for all television sets, ≤1 lux shall
be confirmed at the surface of the ABC sensor assembly (or center of the bottom bezel for TVs
without an ABC sensor) with the light sources off and the TV in the Off or Disconnected mode.
4. A dark room and/or shroud may be necessary to achieve the required ambient light conditions.
5. Set AC power source to 115V at 60Hz per the Federal Test Method. 3
6. Cover the testing table with a non-reflective black cloth.

4.1.3

TV & Power Meter Setup

1. Plug the power meter into the AC power source. Afterwards, plug the TV into the power meter
and connect the power meter data cable to the laptop (Figure 3:).
2. If the TV has not been used previously (i.e., out-of-box condition), proceed through the forced
menus and set up the TV for home viewing per the Federal Test Method. If the TV is not in its
out-of-box configuration, factory reset it first, then configure for home viewing prior to testing.
3. Connect the TV to the internet and ensure that the TV’s firmware is up to date per CTA-2037-C
section 8.8.2.1.

3

For North America policy initiatives.
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Figure 3: Equipment Connection Diagram

4.1.4
4.1.4.1

PCL TV Test System Software
Device Configuration

Upon opening the PCL TV Test System Software,4 the tester will see the Start-up Menu and be prompted
to choose between automated or manual testing modes (Figure 4). Before selecting a testing mode, the
tester should open the Devices menu and complete Device Configuration. In the Devices menu on the
left-hand side the tester can select to configure the camera and power meter or explore the advanced
settings5 (Figure 4: Right). Device Configuration settings are saved between test runs, but it is
recommended to double-check them before each test. While it is possible to edit the device
configuration settings through initial test setup, they are unchangeable once a test has started.

4

PCL TV Test System Software has a shortcut located on the desktop of the kit laptop.
This manual will not address the advanced settings as they are not utilized in the current version of the test
process.
5
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Figure 4: Pre-Test Menu (Left) Device Config Menu (Right)

Camera Configuration:
When reading the bulleted list of configuration settings below, please refer to Figure 5 for clarification
on the location of each field within the Camera Device Configuration screen. Fields in Figure 5 are
numbered such that field 1 corresponds to step 1, field 2 to step 2, field 3 to step 3, etc.

Figure 5: Camera Config Menu

1. Toggle the “Simulated Cam?” setting to “Real Device” as shown above.
2. Enter the static IP address provided with the Basler camera photometer. This will be on the side
of the camera housing in black ink.
3. Ensure the frame rate is set to 6Hz.
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Select the vignette and dark field calibrations associated with the camera.6
Ensure the calibration slope is set to 1 and intercept is set to 0.7
Ensure Black Level is set to 80.8
Choose a brightening image factor. This only affects the camera display visible during testing
and does not affect the data collected. We recommend setting this to be within the range of
5-10; however, this can be set as low or as high as the tester wants. This setting can easily be
changed if the camera feed is too bright or too dark. PCL recommends adjusting this setting
while the camera is viewing the TV with the Focus_xx.mp4 clip playing.
8. Save the settings configuration.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Power Meter Configuration:
Similar to the camera configuration, the fields in Figure 6 are associated with each numbered step in the
bulleted list below for power meter configuration.

Figure 6: Power Meter Config Menu

1. Toggle the “Simulate?” setting to “Real Device,” as shown above.
2. In the Serial Com Port drop-down menu, refresh the options and then select from the available
com ports. There is usually only one option. If there are multiple available com ports and the
selection of one triggers an error when testing, switch to another available com port.

6

These calibration files are stored by default in a new PCL TV Test Kit’s laptop in a “Camera Calibrations” folder on
the Desktop.
7
The calibration slope and intercept values are tools we have included in the system based on the potential for
future use. However, within the current test method and PCL TV Test Kit, the camera is calibrated through
in-house vignette and brightness calibrations as well as the CCF portion of the test.
8
All internal calculations on the camera data are done assuming Black Level is set to 80; this field will be removed
in a future update to the software.
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3. Ensure calibration slope is set to 1 and intercept set to 0.9
4. Save the settings configuration.
Note:
The bus protocol and baud rate are set by PCL staff prior to shipment. There are no settings accessed
through the Wattman itself that need to be adjusted when using a PCL TV Test Kit Wattman power
meter.
4.1.4.2

Automated Test Setup

Upon selecting the automated testing mode on the Pre-Test Menu, the tester can choose to begin a new
test or load a previous test (Figure 7).

Figure 7: New Test / Load Test Menu

After selecting “New Test,” a series of windows will prompt the tester to perform the initial test setup.
The first window includes
Camera Photometer Placement (the tester will have the opportunity to make final adjustments to the
camera photometer alignment in the Testing Display), roughly positioning the ABC Light Source Setup,
and determining the ambient light, humidity, and temperature (Figure 8).

9

All Wattman power meters included in PCL TV Test Kits come with a valid calibration (calibration receipt included
in box). When this calibration expires it will have to be recalibrated against a NIST traceable power source or
power meter.
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Figure 8: Cam/Light Positioning and Ambient Conditions Input

Second, input tester name, lab info, and input some TV metadata (Figure 9). The Serial Number can be
found on the back of most TVs, the screen width and height measurements do not include the exterior
bezel, and the TV resolution and technology type can be found with an online search for the TV’s specs.

Figure 9: Lab Info Input and Partial TV Metadata

Third, pick either the ENERGY STAR or VA test, select data and image save folders, and enter additional
TV metadata, namely make and model. The default Data Output folder will be
18
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“C:\Users\PCL\Desktop\TV_Test_Data,” and the default Image Save folder will be
“C:\Users\PCL\Desktop\TV_Test_Photos.” We recommend using these default locations to streamline
any troubleshooting engagement with PCL. (Figure 10).

Figure 10: TV Metadata Input

Fourth, the tester will quickly set up the TV and then update the TV software. Once the software update
is complete, input the TV operating system and software version (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Software Version Input
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Fifth, factory reset the TV and proceed to use the fifth window to take screenshots tracking the TV setup
(Figure 12).

Figure 12: TV Setup Screenshot Menu

Sixth, enumerate all SDR preset picture settings, the default HDR PPS, and indicate whether ABC is
enabled by default for each PPS (blue = enabled by default) (Figure 13). Refer to CTA-2037-C Draft v7
section 8.8.2.2 for the procedure to determine SDR default and HDR default PPS.

Figure 13: PPS Enumeration
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Seventh, determine the brightest SDR PPS by using the spot photometer to record the brightness at the
screen center while playing the IEC_ThreeBar_xx_5994p_SDR_HEVC_AC-3.mp4 pattern (Figure 14).
Refer to CTA-2037-C Draft v7 sections 8.8.2.3 for the procedure on determining the SDR brightest PPS.

Figure 14: Brightest SDR PPS Determination

Eighth, configure the TV for standby by connecting it to a dedicated WAN router. Using a laptop
connected to this same dedicated WAN router, generate multicast packets (follow directions in
Appendix D: Multicast Packet Generation). Standby configuration also includes configuring Wake by
Cast, Remote Start, and Wake by Smart Speaker (configure all that are available) (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Standby Settings Configuration

Ninth, record whether the TV has a Quick Start setting. If it has Quick Start, and Quick Start is not
enabled by default, record how long it takes the TV to wake (how long it takes for the TV to become
responsive when powered on out of Active Standby) (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Quick Start Settings

Tenth, finalize ABC light placement (Figure 17).
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Figure 17: ABC Pre-Test Setup

Next, confirm the test configuration (Figure 18). Use the back button to correct any mistakes.

Figure 18: Confirm Test Configuration Menu

Finally, the tester will see the modular subsequence selection menu (Figure 19). This is primarily used to
re-run specific subsequences of a given test if there were errors in the initial run. We recommend
running the entire test sequence as presented by the PCL TV Test System Software for the initial run to
ensure repeatability.
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Figure 19: Subsequence Selection Menu

Upon clicking “Begin Test,” the tester will see the Testing Display (Figure 20) and can proceed to
finalizing the camera photometer placement (section 4.1.5).

Figure 20: Testing Display
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4.1.4.3

Manual Test Setup

The Manual mode enables the tester to identify the border of the TV screen in the camera field of view,
calibrate the camera luminance, and record power and luminance at one second intervals indefinitely. It
does not guide the tester through the test process or generate reports as do the automated modes.
There are two types of manual tests. The first is a Set Time test (Figure 21) which requires the tester to
input the duration of the test, whether or not the tester wants to calibrate the camera (i.e., perform
screen configuration and CCF subsequences), TV name (make and model), the frequency with which the
tester wants to save images for later review (does not change what data are captured), as well as Data
Output and Image Save folders. The second is a Custom Sequence test (Figure 22) which requires a
custom test sequence (see
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Appendix B: Basic Custom Test Sequence), TV name, desired image save frequency, and data
output/image save folders. Once the tester hits “Begin Test,” they can do final camera photometer
alignment (section 4.1.5) using the camera display in the Testing Display window (Figure 20).

Figure 21: Set Time Test Menu

Figure 22: Custom Sequence Test Menu
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NOTES:
HDR10 PPS Settings: Determining information about the default HDR10 PPS can be difficult. Typically,
the only way to put a TV into an HDR10 PPS is to play HDR10 content. However, on some TVs if one
navigates to the settings menu from the USB clip player, it will shut down the USB clip player,
presumably returning the TV to SDR settings. For cases such as these, please consult the manual or
manufacturer tech support to understand what features are enabled in the HDR10 PPS.
Make best attempts when testing to ensure that the TV is in fact in an HDR10 PPS. Some TVs temporarily
show an HDR badge on the screen when playing HDR content. Others will indicate HDR in the PPS title.
Others will indicate ST2084 as the gamma curve or electro-optical transfer function (EOTF) in the
advanced picture settings. The product manual and/or technical support may also be helpful. If one
cannot confirm that the TV is in HDR10 mode when playing the HDR10 test clip, then conduct the test
with the HDR10 clip anyway starting from the default SDR PPS.
Basler Photo Archiving: To ensure test stability we require that Basler photos be saved directly to the
local hard drive or to a USB 3.0 thumb drive during testing. However, to maintain at least 50GB local
hard drive storage space and keep an archive of test photos it is usually necessary to move locally stored
photos to external storage each night after testing. This can be either cloud storage or an external hard
drive array. We suggest using a RAID for backup. If using a cloud storage service, it is recommended that
services with a file count limit (e.g., Google Drive) are avoided, as this file cap will be hit long before the
data cap. We found other services extremely slow due to the file count.

4.1.5

Camera Photometer Placement

After finishing Device Configuration, use the camera feed visible within the PCL TV Test System Software
Initial Setup display for the following placement procedure.

Figure 23: Labeled Camera

1. Play the Focus_xx.mp4 clip and place the Basler camera photometer such that the field of view
(FOV) is roughly centered on the center of the TV. Measuring perpendicularly to the plane of the
screen, adjust the distance of the camera from the screen so that the sensor marker is at a
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distance of 1.76-1.78x the width of the TV screen (Figure 24). The width of the TV screen as seen
in the LabVIEW viewing window should almost fill the width of the camera photometer FOV at
this distance. If the camera FOV cuts off or touches any portion of the screen shift the camera
back until the whole screen is in the FOV.

Figure 24: Setting Camera Distance at 1.76-1.78 x the Width of a 55’’ TV Screen
(Reference for alignment of just under 84.5’’ with sensor marker)

2. Center the camera sensor on the screen by measuring the distance from the sensor marker to
both the upper left and upper right corners of the TV (Figure 25). Ensure that these distances
are within .25 inches of each other.

Figure 25: Centering the Camera (sensor marker just under 88.5’’)

3. Toggle on the Overlay Centerpoint setting for camera feed in the PCL TV Test System Software
(Figure 26). Center the Basler camera photometer field of view using the Focus_xx.mp4 clip
through final adjustments to camera height and rotation (do not shift the camera stand
left/right or front/back).
4. On the camera lens there are two thumbscrews locking the focus and aperture settings. The
focus is controlled by the thumbscrew and adjustable ring closest to the lens cap (Figure 23).
Use the PCL TV Test System camera feed to focus the camera on the Focus_xx.mp4 clip. The
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point at which it is in focus is up to the tester’s best judgement. We recommend starting with
the camera not in focus and then focusing from there.

Figure 26: Testing Display with Overlay Centerpoint Toggled ON

4.1.6

Light Source Setup

1. Place the reflective card under the TV stand, centered left/right under the ABC sensor, and with
the back edge of the card aligned with the back of the TV’s bottom bezel (Figure 27). For
situations in which the TV is close enough to the edge of the table to cause the reflective card to
extend beyond the table edge when thus aligned, or if the TV stand covers the table below the
ABC sensor, align the front edge of the reflective card with the front of the table instead (Figure
28).
2. To keep the reflective card flat, PCL recommends mounting the card on the included thin sheet
of metal to keep it flat on the table.
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Figure 27: Mounted Reflective Card Centered under ABC Sensor (back edge aligned with back of the bottom bezel)

Figure 28: Reflective Card Placed for TV with Stand Directly under ABC Sensor

3. Align the light source according to the ABC test diagram (Figure 1). This requires the following:
o The lamp be centered in front of and directed at the section of the bezel closest to the
ABC sensor +/- 10cm in any direction orthogonal to the light beam.
o Placed >1.42m +/- 5cm back and above the ABC sensor with an angle of 45° ±5° between
the light beam and the vertical axis.
o Warm up the lamp by setting to maximum output for 10 minutes prior to the start of
ABC testing.
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o

We recommend setting up the light source such that the dimmer switch is close enough
to the illuminance photometer that the illuminance photometer display is visible when
adjusting the ambient light down to 3 lux.

Note: ABC light source angle
All ABC testing in 2021, across all TVs, should use an angle of 45° ±5°.
Note: Adjusting dimmer
Very light taps on the dimmer buttons may be required to finely tune the dimmer switch, particularly to
achieve the 3 lux level within tolerance. This is the case for the dimmer PCL has chosen to use in its lab.

4.1.7

Illuminance Photometer Setup

The below process is the PCL suggestion for easy placement and removal of the illuminance photometer
when determining lux levels during ABC testing.
1. Position the illuminance photometer so that the center of the illuminance photometer is flush
with the plane of the TV and centered on the front of the section of the bottom bezel closest to
the ABC sensor.

Figure 29: Illuminance Photometer Sensor Centered on a Centrally Located ABC Sensor

2. Take note of the illuminance photometer sensor location, measuring from the center of the
sensor to the right and top edge of the screen providing an (x,y) coordinate relative to the top
right corner of the TV. This is to allow other labs to replicate test conditions.
4. To remove and re-position the illuminance photometer in the exact same location, PCL
recommends performing the following simple steps: Tie a string securely to the illuminance
photometer on one end and then hang the meter from the top bezel of TV so that the
illuminance photometer sensor covers the ambient light sensor. Securing felt padding or other
soft material on the back of the illuminance photometer reduces the risk of scratching the TV
surface (Figure 30).
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Figure 30: Soft Covering on the Illuminance Photometer to Protect the TV Screen

5. Once the illuminance photometer is in the desired location, use masking tape to secure the
string against the back side of the TV. This allows the illuminance photometer to be stored
behind the TV when not in use, and then gently hung in front of the TV back in its original
position with a high degree of accuracy. In order to rest the illuminance photometer on the
table behind the TV without tearing the tape off, it may be necessary to place the pieces of tape
closer to the bottom of the TV (Figure 31).

Figure 31: Tape Securing String to the Back of the TV

6. On the TV’s top bezel, place two pieces of tape, one on each side of the string, to mark a
channel to which to return the string (Figure 32).

Figure 32: Masking Tape Channel

7. Keep the illuminance photometer stored behind the TV in this manner for easy replacement
when measuring ambient light during ABC testing.
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4.2 Non-ABC Testing
Figure 33 below depicts test setup for tests not including ABC. Non-ABC testing can be conducted in an
ABC test setup with the light source turned off.

Figure 33: Non-ABC Testing Diagram

5 PCL TV Test Kit Operation
The PCL TV Test System Software automated test option enables automatic test sequence and report
generation for ENERGY STAR v9 and proposed VA test methods. It also has a manual mode described in
Manual Test Setup. This section covers tester engagement with the software after completing PCL TV
PCL TV Test Kit Setup. This includes explanations of the screen configuration, stabilization, and CCF
procedures that must be completed for each TV being tested and provides a high-level overview of the
test steps for both the ENERGY STAR and VA automated tests.
Note: Internet Use During Testing
During testing the tester should avoid using any internet services (i.e., Zoom or any streaming service) as
this can interfere with the camera photometer data transfer. Ideally the tester will disconnect from the
internet for the duration of testing. This caution applies to any CPU or memory-intensive application,
even those that operate locally, independent of network connection.
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5.1 Initial Test Steps in Automated Modes
Once the tester has completed the Automated Test Setup, the PCL TV Test System Software will advance
to the Testing Display (Figure 20). Upon pressing “Start,” the tester will be met with the prompt below
(Figure 34),10 which will begin to guide the tester through the Screen Configuration, Stabilization, and
CCF procedures.

Figure 34: Screen Configuration Prompt

5.1.1

Screen Configuration

This step involves identifying the screen border. The software asks the tester to play the Dots_xx.mp4
file from a USB stick inserted into the TV. The PCL TV Test System Software will then identify the screen
border and make necessary geometry corrections (Figure 35). The yellow border displayed after the
Screen Config subsequence is completed indicates the area being measured by the camera photometer.

10

For a full list of ordered prompts from a VA Test run, refer to

Appendix E: Full List of VA Test Prompts.
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Figure 35: Pre Screen Config (Left), Post Screen Config (Right)

5.1.2

Stabilization

Second, the software will stabilize the TV by asking the tester to play the first 5 minutes of the SDR
dynamic test clip until the software determines that a stabilization run has an average power level that
is within 2% of the previous run (this subsequence will end regardless after the sixth iteration).

Figure 36: Stabilization Iteration 1

5.1.3

CCF

Third, the software will guide the tester through the process by which the PCL TV Test System performs
TV luminance calibration. The PCL TV Test System performs a camera photometer luminance calibration
before every TV test to account for variation in TV spectral power distribution (SPD). The tester does this
by measuring the color correction factor (CCF) specific to the tested TV. 11 We describe this process in
detail below for the case in which the tester uses a non-contact spot photometer as a reference spot

11

See Camera Technical Write-up for more background.
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photometer, along with a note box (at the end of this subsection) for testers using a contact spot
photometer.
1. Before conducting any CCF test steps, disable local dimming (or turn local dimming to its lowest
level) if the TV supports this capability. If uncertain, please check the manual (or check via online
search). Be sure to restore local dimming to its default state after performing CCF test steps.
2. When prompted by the PCL TV Test System Software for the lum_center measurement, play the
Circle_xx.mp4 clip and line up the Basler camera photometer with the center circle in the spot
photometer’s field of view (FOV). The camera photometer should completely obscure vision of
the circle pattern. Allow any menu overlay to disappear.

Figure 37: Spot Photometer in Line with Camera

3. Lean the Basler camera photometer out of the FOV of the spot photometer (ideally on two of
the legs of its camera stand/tripod so that it can be more easily returned to its initial location).
While the screen is unobstructed by the camera photometer, take a measurement with the spot
photometer and input it as the lum_center measurement. This measurement should be taken
between 15 and 60 seconds after opening and pausing the Circle_xx.mp4 clip.
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Figure 38: lum_center Measurement Taken with Basler Camera Photometer Shifted

4. After returning the Basler camera photometer to its initial location, shift the spot photometer
slightly to the right of its initial position and angle it to the left so that its FOV remains centered
on the circle of the Circle_xx.mp4 clip. This position should achieve the smallest offset angle that
does not result in any portion of the camera photometer obstructing the spot photometer’s
FOV. Take a measurement and input it as the lum_offset measurement. This measurement
should be taken within a minute of the lum_center measurement.
5. Do not shift the spot photometer once the lum_offset data point has been taken. If the spot
photometer shifts position, the above process will have to be repeated. (Once the CCF portion
of the test is completed, the spot photometer can be moved out of the way.)

Figure 39: Spot Photometer Offset to Right of Basler Camera Photometer

6. At this point, since the tester may have replaced the camera photometer slightly out of
alignment with the screen, they will be given the choice to redo the screen configuration (Figure
40). Do not shift the camera photometer after this point as there are no later prompts to redo
the screen configuration.
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Figure 40: Post lum_offset Screen Config

7. All subsequent spot photometer readings input during the CCF process will be automatically
adjusted by the ratio of the lum_center and lum_offset measurements according to the
following:
𝑙𝑢𝑚_𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∗
𝑙𝑢𝑚_𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡
8. The tester will then be prompted to play the CCF_xx.mp4 clip. This clip has a countdown, then 9,
35-second grayscale frames separated by black frames. Each grayscale frame has a timer in the
lower right-hand corner. The tester shall take a measurement with the spot photometer at 15
seconds into each grayscale frame as measured by the timer in the lower right. Each of these
measurements will be entered in order in the entry fields presented by the PCL TV Test System
Software (Figure 41). For this CCF subsequence the camera photometer measurement area is
smaller to approximate the area being measured by the spot photometer.
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Figure 41: CCF Input Form (data shown not from a real test run)

9. After the CCF has been completed the tester will be presented with the calibration slope and
intercept. The slope should be close to the range 0.48-0.52 and the intercept should be 0 +/- 1.
This menu allows the tester to edit any of the spot photometer inputs, redo the entire CCF
process, or accept the calibration (Figure 42).

Figure 42:CCF Result Menu (data shown is not from a real test run)

10. Restore local dimming to its default setting (if applicable to the TV being tested).
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NOTE: Contact Spot Photometer Procedure
If using a contact spot photometer, take the lum_center measurement by placing the contact sensor in
the center of the Circle_xx.mp4 clip circle. After taking the lum_center measurement, shift the contact
probe to the point halfway between the location where the lum_center measurement was taken and
the edge of the TV screen ± .5 in. If the contact photometer or its stand block the Basler camera
photometer’s view of the Circle_xx.mp4 clip’s central circle, shift it farther toward the edge of the TV
until the camera photometer’s view of the circle is unobstructed. In this location take the lum_offset
𝑙𝑢𝑚_𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟

measurement used to calculate the 𝑙𝑢𝑚_𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 ratio. Leave it in this location for the duration of the CCF
portion of the test.
Note: Loading an Existing CCF
If a tester loads a previous test to rerun some portion of it, the PCL TV Test System Software will prompt
them to use the existing CCF or perform a new one. Unless the tester is intending to redo the CCF
because of a user error during the first one, PCL recommends using the original CCF for repeatability
reasons.

5.2 Important Testing Considerations
This section documents key risks to test integrity and what the tester can do to mitigate them.
•
•

Ensure that local dimming is disabled during CCF tests and restored to its default setting
thereafter.
In all tests, ensure that any menu overlay goes away before hitting the PCL TV Test System
Software “OK” button to start a test measurement. We provide countdown timers at the start of
the dynamic video clips that should be long enough for overlays to go away. However, PCL can
generate clips with longer countdowns if there are TVs that require it.
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•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Disconnect the laptop from the internet and close all other applications prior to testing. This will
reduce the possibility of dropped frames or other gaps in the data feed from the camera and
power meter.
When prompted during testing, press OK as close to the start of the clip as possible.
When selecting a Data Output or Image Save folder, do not enter a file name. Either click the
folder and hit “select folder” or open the folder and hit “current folder.” Entering a file name
will throw an error.
For some TVs, settings such as ABC and MDD are persistent (or universal) across all PPS. i.e.,
changing the ABC setting in the SDR Default PPS will also change it in other SDR PPSs. This is not
the case for other TVs. It is recommended to always check that all settings mentioned in the PCL
TV Test System Software prompts are correctly configured prior to beginning any test, in case
they were changed by the TV’s persistence settings.
Take care with the HDR10 settings, per the notes at the end of section 4.1.4.
Identify the seal of clear nail polish on the camera photometer’s aperture. Check this prior to
testing to ensure it has not broken. (If it has been broken, contact PCL via
lab@pacificcrestlabs.com to discuss options for recalibrating the camera photometer.)
Double-check that the camera photometer has been refocused after the initial setup.

5.3 Troubleshooting Common PCL TV Test System Software Error Codes
See the PCL website for troubleshooting tips; this page will be updated as common errors are identified:
https://www.pacificcrestlabs.com/software

5.4 Test Sequences for Emerging Policy Initiatives
5.4.1

Alternative / Voluntary Agreement

The following is a high-level overview of the Voluntary Agreement Test Method as of 11/10/2020. Upon
completion of a VA test, a report will be automatically generated from the data collected and can be
found in the data output folder selected in the Pre-Test Menu. If saving to the default folders the file
path to the report will be the following (with Make_Model determined by TV Meta Data inputs):
C:\Users\PCL\Desktop\TV Test Data\(Make_Model)\Alternative\alternative-report.pdf

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Screen Config (default configuration)
Stabilization
Color Correction Factor (local dimming disabled)
Luminance Profile (local dimming restored to default)
ABC off tests (default backlight for all 3 PPSs)
a. SDR Default PPS
b. SDR Brightest PPS
c. HDR10 Default PPS
6. ABC off tests (lowest backlight setting - for PPSs where ABC is not enabled by default)
a. SDR Default PPS
b. SDR Brightest PPS
c. HDR10 Default PPS
7. ABC on tests (for PPSs where ABC is enabled by default)
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a. 100 lux ± 5%
i. SDR Default PPS
ii. SDR Brightest PPS
iii. HDR10 Default PPS
b. 35 lux ± 5%
i. SDR Default PPS
ii. SDR Brightest PPS
iii. HDR10 Default PPS
c. 12 lux ± 5%
i. SDR Default PPS
ii. SDR Brightest PPS
iii. HDR10 Default PPS
d. 3 lux ± 5%
i. SDR Default PPS
ii. SDR Brightest PPS
iii. HDR10 Default PPS
8. Standby-active, low
9. Wake time

5.4.2

ENERGY STAR Test

The following is a high-level overview of the ENERGY STAR Test sequence as of 11/10/2020. Upon
completion of an ENERGY STAR test, the automatically-generated report can be found in the folder
selected for data output in the Pre-Test Menu. If saving to the default folders the file path will be the
following (with Make_Model determined by TV Meta Data inputs):
C:\Users\PCL\Desktop\TV Test Data\(Make_Model)\ENERGYSTAR\ENERGYSTAR-report.pdf
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Screen Config (default configuration)
Stabilization
Color Correction Factor (local dimming disabled)
Luminance Profile (local dimming restored to default)
ABC off tests (default backlight)
a. SDR Default PPS
b. SDR Brightest PPS
c. HDR10 Default PPS
6. ABC off tests (lowest backlight setting)
a. SDR Default PPS
b. SDR Brightest PPS
c. HDR10 Default PPS
7. Standby-active, low
8. Wake time
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Appendix A: Testing Setup Checklist
High level checklist of steps for a full Alternative (VA) test. For ENERGY STAR testing ignore starred (*)
steps which are only for testing with ABC enabled.
1. Check test room conditions.
a. Ambient light, temperature, and humidity
b. Table black cloth covering
c. AC power source set to 115V and 60Hz
2. Unit under test (UUT) planning.
a. Place UUT
b. AC power source -> power meter -> TV
c. Record UUT screen width.
d. For UUTs with at least one USB port, identify the USB spec level (i.e., 2.0 vs. 3.0) of the
highest-speed port available or the port that is intended for video file playback as
required by CTA-2037-C section 8.8.1.
e. For TVs without a USB port, identify the appropriate HDMI port for video file playback
per CTA-2037-C section 8.8.1.
f. Power on the UUT using the UUT remote control.
g. Proceed through initial setup prompts. When prompted to enable features such
as location services or crash reporting, or any other feature that has the
potential to increase energy consumption, always enable.
h. Update the firmware if possible, and factory reset TV using the above guidance on initial
setup prompts.
i. Enumerate all SDR PPS and whether ABC is enabled by default.
i. Identify SDR default PPS.
j. Identify HDR10 default PPS and whether ABC is enabled by default. Do this by ensuring
that the TV starts in the SDR default PPS and default ABC setting, and then play the
HDR10 broadcast dynamic test clip. Pause the video and check the PPS and ABC settings.
Note: In rare cases, the USB media player closes when one selects the settings menu to check for PPS
and ABC settings. In these cases, try again to determine the HDR10 default PPS using HDMI input (e.g.,
USB stick in BRP). If that also fails, assume that the HDR10 default PPS and ABC settings are the same as
the default SDR PPS and ABC settings.
k. Identify the SDR brightest PPS by following the instructions in section 4.1.4.2.
l. Identify whether TV has a Quick Start feature and whether QS is enabled by default in
the SDR default PPS.
m. For TVs with QS disabled by default in the SDR default PPS, measure the wake time.
n. Identify if Remote Start is available.
o. Identify if Wake-by-Voice is available.
3. Device configuration
a. Power meter -> laptop connection and device config.
b. Camera -> PoE -> laptop connection and device config.
i. Camera has been plugged in and warming up for at least 1 hour.
4. Cam placement
a. Sensor mark at appropriate distance and centered.
b. Rotation and height adjustments.
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5. ABC Setup
a. Prior to the start of ABC testing, warm up the light source at max brightness for 10
minutes. While the light is warming-up, do the following.
b. Light source placement.
c. Illuminance photometer setup.
i. String taped with illuminance photometer in desired position.
ii. Masking tape channel on TV top bezel.
iii. Illuminance photometer sensor location coordinates recorded.
d. Reflective card in position centered on ABC sensor, flush with front of table (see
exceptions in section 4.1.6).
6. Check each prompt provided by the PCL TV Test System Software for the following:
a. Which clip is played next? Important to note whether SDR or HDR.
b. Adjust TV settings after opening the desired clip (sometimes PPS changes are not
universal between SDR and HDR content).
i. Pause the clip immediately after starting the clip, check PPS, ABC, and MDD,
then let the clip run.
ii. Hit OK on the PCL TV Test System Software prompt and start data collection at
the end of the clip countdown.
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Appendix B: Basic Custom Test Sequence
Here is an example of a Manual Test Sequence that can be copied into a CSV file and used for Manual
testing. When copying into a csv, ensure that “#Config” is in the A1 cell. This sequence will complete the
normal screen config process in which the camera photometer finds the edges of the screen and then
logs data for 30 minutes. The wait time can be changed to any length of time desired. Enter the desired
time in seconds.
#Config
Macro File
#Sequence
tag
user_command
user_command
screen_config
user_command
tag
wait

0
Ensure the TV has ABC off\n Ensure the TV is in the desired picture setting
Play the Dots_xx.mp4 clip\n then press OK
screen_config
Press OK to begin manual test
manual_test
1800
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Appendix C: Test Names and Descriptions
PCL TV Test System Software prompts users to walk through a series of tests based on a TV’s features.
The table below represents an example of a test sequence, in which we have provided descriptions of
each of the tests. These descriptions should enable the reader to understand the test names used in any
test sequence.
Table 10: Test Names and Explanations

Test Name
screen_config
stabilization

camera_ccf_default
lum_profile
default
brightest
hdr10

brightest_low_backlight

default_100

Description
Basler camera photometer finds the outline of the screen when playing the dots
pattern and makes geometry corrections.
TV is stabilized by playing the first 5 minutes of the SDR dynamic test clip until the
software determines that a stabilization run has an average power level that is
within 2% of the previous run.
Camera luminance calibration is determined by measuring the color correction
factor (CCF) of the camera relative to spot photometer that is accurate when used
to measure LCD and OLED TV screens.
The Basler camera photometer writes pixel-level luminance data to a CSV file for
the purpose of making a luminance heat map.
Measure average power and luminance while playing the 10-minute IEC SDR
dynamic test clip in the default SDR PPS with ABC off.
Measure average power and luminance while playing the 10-minute IEC SDR
dynamic test clip in the brightest SDR PPS with ABC off.
Measure average power and luminance while playing the 5-minute IEC HDR10
dynamic test clip in the default HDR10 PPS with ABC off.
Measure average power and luminance while playing the 10-minute IEC SDR
dynamic test clip in the brightest SDR PPS with the lowest backlight setting (vs.
default). This test is used when ABC is disabled by default for a PPS. This data point
is not used for compliance. It enables policymakers to understand how the TV
performs when it dims in that PPS. This information helps set future spec lines.
Measure average power and luminance while playing the 10-minute IEC SDR
dynamic test clip in the default SDR PPS with ABC on and ambient light set to 100
lux. First SDR ABC test.

hdr10_100

Measure average power and luminance while playing the 5-minute IEC HDR10
dynamic test clip in the default HDR10 PPS with ABC on and ambient light set to
100 lux. First HDR ABC test.

default_35

Additional SDR ABC test at 35 lux.

hdr10_35

Additional HDR ABC test at 35 lux.

default_12

Additional SDR ABC test at 12 lux.

hdr10_12

Additional HDR ABC test at 12 lux.

default_3

Additional SDR ABC test at 3 lux.

hdr10_3

Additional HDR ABC test at 3 lux.
Measure standby-active, low with WAN connection, multicast traffic on LAN, and
as many of the following features enabled as possible: casting, TV remote start,
Google Home, Google Nest, or Amazon smart speaker control and/or wake by
voice.
Measure wake time to HDMI video signal.

standby-WAN, low
waketime
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Appendix D: Multicast Packet Generation
For standby testing, connect the testing laptop to the same network as the TV being tested. This
network should be a dedicated router on WAN, used only for TV testing. We recommend the use of
Packet Sender, a free utility for sending network packets. With Packet Sender installed, load the file
“standby_multicast_packets.ini,” available at https://www.pacificcrestlabs.com/software, into Packet
Sender.
For each of the (currently 6) packets loaded, click “Send” and join the multicast group when prompted. If
there are additional packets from the default configuration, either delete them or ignore them. The
following image details the names of the packets to use for testing:

Each packet is configured to repeat every 1s. When test is complete, click the “Resending” button at the
bottom of the Packet Sender window to stop.
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Appendix E: Full List of VA Test Prompts
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